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Edmonton Mountain Bike Alliance 



Opportunities for Mountain Biking enhance Edmonton’s 
Image and are used to promote our City 
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Trailforks.com Statistics 
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Trailforks Statistics, cont. 
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Studies on the Ecological Effects of Mountain Biking 
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• Natural Resource Impacts of Mountain 
Biking: A summary of scientific studies 
that compare mountain biking to other 
forms of trail travel, by Gary Sprung 

 
• A Comparative Study of Impacts to 

Mountain Bike Trails in Five Common 
Ecological Regions of the Southwestern 
U.S., by Dave White et al. 

 
• Shimano Guidebook to Planning and 

Managing Environmentally Friendly 
Mountain Bike Trails 
 

• Perception and Reality of Conflict: 
Walkers and Mountain Bikes on the 
Queen Charlotte Track in New Zealand, 
by Cessford G.R. 
 

• Environmental Impacts of Mountain 
Biking: Science Review and Best 
Practices, by Jeff Marion and Jeremy 
Wimpey 
 

• Mountain Biking: A review of the 
Ecological Effects, by Miistakis Institute 



From Sprung: 
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Conclusion 
 
Mountain biking, like other recreation activities, does impact the environment. On this point, there 
is little argument. But with regard to the non-human environment, people often debate whether or 
not mountain bikes cause more damage to trails, vegetation, and wildlife than other forms of 
recreation such as hiking and horseback riding. 
 
A body of empirical, scientific studies now indicates that mountain biking is no more damaging 
than other forms of recreation, including hiking. Thus, managers who prohibit bicycle use (while 
allowing hiking or equestrian use) based on impacts to trails, soils, wildlife, or vegetation are 
acting without sound, scientific backing. 
 
In contrast, if a manager prohibits one user group on the basis of providing a particular type of 
experience for another group, the evidence provided by social studies may or may not justify that 
decision. The wisdom of prohibiting particular user groups in order to satisfy the desires of other 
groups is a matter for politics rather than science. 
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